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     Part-A (10x1=10 Marks) 

Answer all the following objective question (Choose the Correct Answer) 

1. The system which can  neither exchange matter and nor energy with the surrounding is 

called 

  a) open system b) closed system     c) isolated system  d) system 

2.  The mathematical formulation of I law of thermodynamics is 

   a) H = E + PV  b) H = E - PV  c) E = H + PV  d) E = H - PV 

3.  In the endoothermic reactions the energy of the product will be---------- than that of the 

reactants 

a) greater  b) less   c) equal  d) double  

4. The enthalpy of neutralisation reaction between strong acid and strong base is always 

 a) constant  b) increasing  c) decreasing  d) zero 

5.  In the reaction 2H2 (g) + O2(g)                          2H2O(g) , ʌS is 

  a) increasing  b) -decreasing  c) remains the same d) nullified 

6. The efficiency of an engine with its efficiency coefficient equal to 0.5 is 

 a) 50%   b) 100%      c) 5%   d) 0.5% 

7 One of the criteria for a spontaneous process is 

 a) ʌG = -ve  b) ʌG = +ve  c) ʌG = 0  d) ʌG = ʌH 

8.In the process of fusion of ice, dP/dT is negative because 

 a) V(S)˃ V(l)  b) V(S) ˂ V(l)  c) V(S) = V(l)  d) V(S) ˃V(l) 

9) Order of a reaction is equal the molecularity of the rate determining step in the 

mechanism of the reaction 

 a) True   b) False  c) May be true  d) May be false 

10. Inversion of cane sugar follows ------------------- order kinetics 

 a) first   b) second    c)third    d) zero 

  



Part-B (5x4=20 Marks) 

II. Answer all the questions for the following. Write not more than 200 words each.  

11 a) Derive the expression for work done in isothermal expansion and in compression 

     OR 

     b) One mole of an ideal gas expands  against a constant pressure of 1 atm from a volume  

         of 10dm3  to a volume of 20 dm3.  Calculate the work done in Joules. 

12 a) Explain Standard enthalpy of reactions and standard enthalpy of neutralisation with  

         example 

     OR 

     b) Derive the expression to show the dependency of enthalpy on temperature 

13 a) Define entropy, its physical significance, expression and unit. 

     OR 

    b) Derive the expression of entropy change of an ideal gas  

1) when T and V are the variables  2) When T and P are the variables. 

14 a) Derive Clausius -Claypeyron equation. 

     OR 

     b) Write a note on Gibb’s Duhem equation 

15 a) Compare order and molecularity 

     OR 

     b) Arrive at the equation for determining the rate constant of a first order reaction. 

Part- C(3x15=45 marks) 

III. Answer any three questions.        

16. Derive the expressions to calculate E, H and W in an adiabatic reversible expansion. 

17. Write Carnot’s theorem and with the carnot’s cycle explain the maximum convertibility  

      of heat into work. 

18. Derive Gibb’s Helmholtz equation and give its application. 

19. State third Law of thermodynamics and how are the absolute entropies of solids liquids  

      and gases determined? 

20. Discuss in detail the activated complex theory of bimolrcular reactions 
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